Death on the Weekend
About 3 years ago, Dr. Perri Klass, a well-known pediatrician and Professor of
Journalism and Pediatrics at New York University, gave a talk with her mother, Sheila
Solomon Klass, on their book: "Every Mother Is a Daughter: the Neverending Quest
for Success, Inner Peace, and a Really Clean Kitchen." The dynamic between Perri
Klass and her mother mesmerized more than 300 in the audience that Sunday.
I didn’t think about Dr. Klass again until I read her moving and frightening article in
the New England Journal of Medicine in January of this year, “Death Takes a
Weekend,”1 contrasting her viewpoint of the hospital on the weekends during her
residency with her more recent encounter during her mother’s last and final stay in a
hospital.

The Statistics Are Clear
You don’t want to have a heart attack or
stroke on the weekend,2,3 and you
don’t want your child to have an
emergency appendectomy on the
weekend.4 Dr. Klass describes how
she developed her own version of
weekend effect during this hospital
stay. “I would start feeling tense every
Thursday afternoon, every Friday morning,
staving off panic by displaying a slightly

frenetic need to get consults done, problems
reassessed, orders written [for her
mother].” After all, she says, “When
you’re sick and scared, Sunday is the same
as Tuesday.”

Although the Libby Zion case5 changed many procedures in the hospital, in some ways, it
is no different than numerous other services, where the youngest, most inexperienced staff
work on the weekends. “I’ll have to ask the manager, who will be in on Monday.”1

What Can Pharma Do?
We understand the intensity and pressures of providing comprehensive and cost-effective
services on the healthcare provider side, but we don’t work there. We work on the
drug/device/diagnostic supply side.
During my last hospital visit, I was amazed at how little has changed and how labor
intensive the acute care setting remains. Any efficiencies emerging over the last few years
have been overcome by more tests taken, more details sought, more regulations driving
procedures, and more time needed to comply.

What can we do, from our positions on the drug/device/supply side, if anything, to change
this “weekend effect”?
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